
This warm and sunny spring hosted the seminar

on “Outdoor wall paintings, materials and tech‐

niques”, organised by the Working Group for Wall

Paintings of ICOMOS Sweden. The seminar took

place on the 16th of May 2011 at the Orangery

of Finspång castle near Norrköping in eastern

Sweden.

It was at the Finspång castle where three years

ago the paintings on the exterior walls of the

building revealed their unexpected technique.

Not executed in fresco technique, as it was previ‐

ously supposed, they are in fact oil paintings on

plaster. This unusual technique for Sweden lead to

further investigations concerning outdoor expo‐

sed oil paintings. It seemed to be a unique case.

Therefore, the surprise was big when a painting

with a similar technique was discovered nearly

1700 km. This lead to an interesting exchange

and finally to this seminar about wall paintings,

with a special focus on oil paintings.

As a consequence of an uncommon conservation

problem and fruitful exchange, the event was ani‐

mated by spontaneity and curiosity. This good

energy brought together conservators from dif‐

ferent parts of Sweden, travelling up to five hours

to join the half day seminar.
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Anna Henningsson, representing the ICOMOS

Working Group for Wall Paintings, opened the

conference. She presented the speakers and the

topics of the afternoon. In her introduction she

also explained the challenge of the conservation

of the outdoor wall paintings at the Finnspång

castle and the background which lead to this

seminar.

Hélèn Svahn Garreau, an architectural conser‐

vator, presented "Art on the walls, from mediev‐

al painted stone portals and enhancements of

architectural forms to the late 1900s graffiti art”.

Taking the participants from medieval to contem‐

porary murals, she reminded us how different

artistic expressions and materials can be.

Bengt Häger, building curator and former head

of the National Heritage Board, talked about the

long and difficult conservation history of the out‐

door murals at Finnspång castle. He highlighted

the conservation efforts, which over several years

reached the goal of preserving the exterior mu‐

rals at the Orangery and at the Aurora Temple of

the park. He showed examples of how the paint‐

ings were technically secured. Their exposed lo‐

cation on a small stream and the strong Swedish

weather left severe damage. The presentation and

readability of the paintings were also an impor‐

tant aspect during the conservation campaign.

In the coffee break that followed, there was the

possibility to visit the paintings outside the Or‐

angery and at the Aurora Temple in the castle’s

park.

The seminar ended with the presentation of Mir‐

jam Jullien, "Mural paintings and the special

case of outdoor exposed oil paintings in Switzer‐

land", on which wall paintings executed in oil

technique around Basel, Switzerland were dis‐

cussed. For the seminar, she presented an over‐

view about the outdoor Swiss oil paintings as

well as results from Dr. Christian Heydrich’s

Visiting the oudtoor oil paintings of Finspång Castle during the coffe break.
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(Basel, Switzerland) research projects in 1960‐

1970. Certainly far more common than expec‐

ted, they decorated various buildings in Switzer‐

land. Some few examples resisted time, history

and human intervention. Some paintings from

Basel, Schaffhausen and Berne have been fur‐

ther investigated, leaving us the testimony of

tumultuous conservations histories. They give

testimony of early maintenance efforts, but also

of destruction, over painting, repainting and re‐

construction.

Mirjam Jullien emphasised the problem that

there remain more questions than answers in

this domain and that it will be important to learn

more about the techniques and conservation

possibilities. But she also underlined the impor‐

tant research work performed by Dr. Christian

Heydrich on the Town Hall of Basel. This probably

unique work in its completeness about oil wall

paintings was published in 1987. Since then it

seems that not much has been published. Hope‐

fully, talking about these paintings will also help

to discover other examples not known or, for the

moment, not identified as being painted in such

a technique. It shall also lead to protect them

more and give them more chances to persist into

the future.

With this last overview, the seminar came to an

end and many had a long way back home. The

coffee break had offered the possibility for the

visitors to observe the outdoor paintings and ex‐

change their conservation experiences. In this

way, the seminar also participated in the spread

of knowledge in general and particularly on a

very little discussed subject. Hopefully, it will be

the beginning of a more often discussed topic

leading to more research and development of

conservation methods adapted to the particular

situation of outdoor exposed oil paintings.

JOHANNA NESSOW
Conservator‐restorer

Contact: info@disent.se

Johanna Nessow has a BA in Conservation from

Gotheborg University, Sweden. Currently she

works for the conservation science company DIS‐

ENT AB in Stockholm.
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Conservator‐restorer

Contact: info@art‐cons.ch

Website: www.art‐cons.ch

Mirjam Jullien got here first experiences as con‐

servator for canvas at the C.I.R.T Châteaurenard,

France. In 2005 she graduated from the Univer‐

sity of Applied Sciences and Arts in Bern, Switzer‐

land. Specialized in architectural surfaces, she

worked in various national and international con‐

servation projects. Currently she realises projects

in Switzerland with her own company and is wor‐

king on the preparation of a research project fo‐

cused on outdoor exposed oil paintings.

Facade paintings of the Town Hall of Basel, Switzerland
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